Introduction

43
Protein-protein interactions are key processes in the proper 44 operation of living cells. Different kinds of interactions can be 45 distinguished on the basis of protein binding affinities. Complexes 46 characterized by low binding affinities occur in transient protein- 47 protein interactions, which display high dissociation equilibrium 48 constants ðK D Þ, within the range of lM-mM, or lifetimes in the 49 order of milliseconds [1, 2] . 50 Transient complexes are typical of physiological processes that 51 require a compromise between binding specificity and turnover to 52 run at an appropriate rate [3] . On the basis of a two-step model [4] , 53 the formation of a final complex first entails a primary unspecific 54 recognition as an encounter that can be transiently stabilized to 55 yield a productive complex as an outcome. system I (PSI) [5] [6] [7] . Either plastocyanin (Pc) or cytochrome c 6 
65
(Cc 6 ) can play such a role of electron carrier between C f and 66 PSI. Higher plants only contain Pc, whereas most cyanobacteria 67 and green algae synthesize either Pc or C c 6 depending on the 68 relative availability of copper and iron, their respective cofactor 69 metals [8, 9] . 70 Cf is anchored to the thylakoid membrane, within the Altogether, the major contribution to k 2 in higher plants and 168 Nostoc cyanobacterium is electrostatics, which leads to the mined by X-ray crystallography [11, 33] .
211
Some similar structural features, like interface areas of ca. to that in poplar complex [37] .
235
The cyanobacterial complexes have been analyzed using both Pc ( Fig. 1, lower panel) . In Phormidium, Cf lacks the typical basic ridge, 249 whereas Pc has fewer charged residues at site 2 [39] to the crystallographic structure of free Pc [45] . Noteworthy, the 3). Middle, Fourier Transform modules of free Pc (blue) and Pc-bound to Cf (red), both in the reduced state. The best fits for the data are depicted in dotted lines following the same color-code. The contribution of the S d (Met97) atom is considered for the fit in R space. Lower, XANES region of the Cu K-edge XAS spectra for free Pc (blue) and Pc-bound to Cf, both in the oxidized state (red).
Cu-Sd(Met97) distance of Cf-bound Pc by EXAFS resembles that of 327 the crystal structure of oxidized nitrite reductase (NIR) [46] , which 328 belongs to the so-called ''perturbed'' copper centers. In addition, 329 the electronic density around the copper atom increases when Pc 330 binds to Cf in their oxidized states, according to the data from 331 the X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) region (Fig. 2,   332 lower panel). In fact, the redox potential of Pc becomes more neg-333 ative upon binding to Cf [41] . As a result, the driving force for ET The insert summarizes the thermodynamic cycle used in the computation of the different terms in which DG ele-bind stands for the sum of free energies that account for distorting the free monomers to get the conformation they adopt in the complex, DG ele-strain , and their subsequent rigid-body association, DG ele-rigid . DG ele-bind is represented by white bars; DG ele-strain by red-filled bars; DG ele-rigid bars are colored in grey. (Fig. 3A) . This involves the interaction of the 
